1. When you provide the parameters for creating PPT slides, can you set this to include accessibility and ADA parameters as well? For example - Font size needs to be ..., colors need to be... images need alt text... etc.

Yes, you can tell Microsoft Copilot in the power point to keep to specific parameters including font size and colors, etc.

2. Are there any licensing issues with using the images or content that AI creates for you?

This question has been answered live

3. Does Chat GPT and / or MS Copilot respond/work/function by using voice commands, instead of typing the prompts?

I know that chat GPT allows voice interaction. I'm not positive on MS Copilot.

4. So, we would then need to go and check the NASW COE to confirm the information is accurate? Does CGPT provide citations to make that work simpler?

Right. Always check the output. And yes, it will include citations in whatever format you ask it, but you need to tell it to include the citations. You can even tell it to include a certain number of citations...it's not always in perfect format, nor does it always cite it perfectly, but it is largely effective.

5. Which version of ChatGPT are you using? You might have mentioned, but I missed it.

Chat GPT 4t, the basic paid tier right above free. it's $20 a month plus tax, but as a tax-exempt effort, they waive the taxes for us after uploading the necessary documentation.

6. Curious, especially after seeing the MI interactions, can the software invoke a sense of humor?

Yes, you can prompt the character sketch to take on any variation of moods, even only under certain conditions (i.e. get resistant if the topic starts to focus on your relationship with your partner, use humor as a distraction tactic, etc.)

7. Does Dall-E come with Chat GPT4?


8. Are there any good resources that are available that help with prompting for visuals?

Here is MidJourney's quick start guide to get you started on how to prompt for visuals...there are numerous other resources you can find online as well using google or youtube, etc.

[https://docs.midjourney.com/docs/quick-start](https://docs.midjourney.com/docs/quick-start)

9. Any info on building text to video, such as the not-yet-released SORA, for vignette construction?

This question has been answered live

10. Can you enter color codes into Midjourney

This question has been answered live